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From

I

the

editor

ERIC ARNOLD, EDITOR
P.O. Box 357 n Sharon Center, OH 44272

’ve written several times concerning the definition of wildlife
control. As there seems to be
confusion about how I use this
term, I’ll cover it again.
I define wildlife control as the
act of resolving conflicts between
humans/pets and wild animals in
and around man-made structures
or actions taken in urban and suburban environments.
When conflicts occur away
from man-made structures, such
as agricultural damage or structural damage to transportation infrastructure away from urban and
suburban areas, I refer to those
actions as animal damage control
(ADC). Additionally, ADC work primarily uses traditional fur trapping
or hunting equipment and techniques.
To add more distinction, pest
control is the act of using pesticides on insects and arachnids.
Wildlife damage management is
the management of wildlife which
may include wildlife control, ADC,
and pest control as tools.
Some may ask why I’m once
again on my definition kick. The
answer is quite simple, look at the
cover.
On the cover are two turkey
vultures sunning themselves on
a barn roof. While wildlife control
operators have always handled a
variety of conflicts, it can be questioned as to if we have the authority to work with certain species and
if we are legally allowed to do so,
what can we do to solve the conflict. This is why I care about the
definition of these terms.
Turkey vultures are protected
by the Migratory Bird Treaty Act

of 1918. In short, they can be harassed. However, the birds, their
nests, nor their eggs cannot be
captured, killed, or destroyed without a Migratory Bird Depredation
Permit from the US Fish and Wildlife Service.
In terms of conflict resolution,
that limits wildlife control operators
to harassment, ledge protection,
and exclusion.
I’ve had several calls for turkey vultures in my 20-plus years of
doing wildlife control. These calls
have resulted in one paid job for
consultation with the others deciding to do it on their own once they
found out about the harassment
and exclusion costs.
While the complaints from turkey vultures tend to focus mainly
on the destruction of rubber items
(roofs, windshield wipers, etc.) or
flock numbers, unlike black vultures who are more predatory and
will attack livestock and other prey,
I am surprised at how often their
guano is overlooked.
Turkey vultures are not small
birds, so when they go, they go a
lot. When you have a roost location
one or more vultures prefer, you
quickly have a guano issue.
Effective harassment techniques include pyrotechnics, loud
noises, lasers, effigies, and tactile
stimulus items.
When using effigies, especially
“dead” vulture effigies, it is important to use real feathers whenever
possible. Due to the vultures’ protective status, using effigies with
real feathers may require special
permission. Why are the feathers
so important?
Vultures have tetrachromatic

vision, meaning they see the three
color spectrums humans see and
a portion of the ultraviolet (UV)
range. This allows them to notice
whether the effigy feathers have
any UV light emissions and judge
if the effigy is lifelike or not. The
more realistic the effigy, the more
effective it will be.
Ledges can be protected with
electrical track, bird spikes, bird
slide, and tactile products, whereas netting and standard building
materials can be used for the exclusion of an area.
Guano should be removed from
contaminated surfaces once the
birds have been moved. Products
and more information concerning
turkey vulture conflicts can be had
by contacting advertisers specializing in bird control products found
in this publication. n
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WCT Recap: Trapping Pocket Gophers
by Rex E. Marsh
(Editor’s Note: This aricle first appeared in the July/August 2013 issue of Wildlife Control Technoogy
Magazine.)

P

ocket gophers in some regions of the country are
one of our most important
and economically significant native rodent pests. This rodent is especially destructive to
crops such as alfalfa and orchard
fruit and nuts, but also to rangeland, forests, and landscaped and
turfed areas in home gardens,
cemeteries, golf courses, parks,
and the like.
Pocket gophers are classified
and divided into 3 genera and 13
species, all in the family Geomyidae. They are found in regions of
the far west, Midwest, and much of
the southern portion of the country.
This double fist-size rodent characteristically has large incisor teeth
and long clawed powerful forelegs
well suited for digging. They are so
named pocket gophers because of
a fur lined pouch (pocket) on the
outside of each cheek in which they
use to carry food. Correctly considered fossorial animals because
they dig extensive underground
burrow systems where they live
out much of their lives. Pocket gophers thrive on vegetation, feeding
on the roots of a variety of plants,
often devouring an entire succulent
plant pulled down by its roots into
the burrow.
Generally speaking, all pocket
gophers are much alike with respect to their biology and control.
There are, however, some differences from species to species regionally important to trappers. A
major difference is in the size of
the various gopher species. The
larger species, which are on an

average more than twice the size
of the small species, may make
a difference in the kind and make
of traps used. The tunnels of the
larger species are easier to locate
through probing. In regions where
the ground freezes the depth of the
tunnels may be greater. Regional
climates and especially factors of
soil type and moisture content will
vary pocket gopher activities relative to pushing up fresh mounds.
Also climate and latitudes affect the
frequency and timing of breeding
with a somewhat delayed breeding
season in the north and with multiple litters being more common
in warmer southern climates. Gophers do not hibernate and are active both day and night.
Time of Year to Trap
The most effective time to trap
is in the late winter or early spring
of the year when there is usually a
dramatic increase in the number of
new soil mounds being produced
in the process of expanding their
tunnels. The flurry of new activity
is likely influenced by weather and
soil moisture as well as biology.
The new mounds provide evidence
of the location of current activity,
making trapping both easier and
more successful. With their primary breeding period being in the
spring, each female gopher caught
early in the breeding cycle means
5 or 6 fewer young will be born,
thereby maximizing the effectiveness of control in diminishing the
population. In many regions in the
fall of the year there is often another flurry of gopher mounding activity that can be capitalized upon by
trappers. Some might argue that in
some regions fall trapping is even
better than in the spring.
The best period of time for taking gophers is very important to a

farmer and early prelittering trapping should be capitalized upon,
but the WCO often doesn’t have
that option. When called to trap a
gopher from someone’s vegetable garden or front lawn, the WCO
must take action even if it may not
be the best time for good success
in ridding the yard of gophers. In
these instances, the WCO makes
the best of the situation at hand.
What Traps to Use
It is true that some kinds and
makes of gopher traps are favored
in certain regions of the country.
Often the popular traps were first
manufactured or heavily marketed
in that particular region and they
caught on and became the most
used.
For more than a century, the
pincer-type Macabee gopher trap
has been popular, especially for
the smaller sized gopher species.
Likewise, the box/choker-type,
such as the California 44 gopher
trap had a long history of use before its discontinuation, but has
been replaced with a string of
similar types—the Guardian, the
Black Hole, Victor Black Box, and
the DK-2 Gopher Getter. The latter two are still currently available.
The Cinch and the Death Clutch
(DK-1) gopher traps have also had
a very long history of use and are
very popular in some regions. In
one comparative California study
the Cinch trap beat out two other
kinds of gopher traps in effectiveness (Pipas et al. 2000).
There are a number of other
gopher traps available, some more
regionally attainable than others.
The Victor Easy Set, Lanesboro,
Johnson Quick-Set, Salas BaitContinued on page 6
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WCT Recap:
Continued from page 5

less, and the Gophinator represent
a few of those marketed. Specific
traps may be better suited for certain regions than others and new
traps occasionally come on the
market that may be worth trying. In
a recent comparative trap study in
California, the relatively new stainless steel Gophinator gopher trap
was found somewhat more effective than the Macabee trap (Baldwin et al. 2013).
Prior to the existence of traps
specifically designed for gophers,
the common foothold trap was used
with good success. In fact, a study
found them more effective than the
Newhouse gopher trap (a ring and
strike arm type trap) and the Cali-

fornia 44 (box/choker-type) (Scheffer 1910). Even to this day there
are professional gopher trappers
who, where legal, still use number
“0” or “1” size foothold traps to take
gophers (Gappa 2003). Foothold
traps are set in a dugout depression so that the top of the set trap
is flush with the bottom of the gopher’s tunnel. Footholds have the
advantage of catching a gopher
coming from either direction, but on
the negative side, the traps must
be serviced regularly and the live
gopher must be dispatched. Footholds are most suitable for main
tunnel sets, as opposed to lateral
tunnel sets.

Selecting Trap Placement
Trapping is so effective because the gopher quickly detects
any breach of their burrow system
and comes to the
break to repair or
close it off and,
Learn the Business of Wildlife
in the process,
Control
is caught. Baiting gopher traps
Available online at
is unnecessary.
https://wildlifetraining.thinkific.com/
There are two distinct gopher trap
sets—one is to
clean out the soil
plug from a lateral
tunnel and insert
or place the trap.
The lateral tunnel
is the tunnel used
to push excavated
soil to the surface,
thereby creating
the mound. The
other method is to
probe to locate a
horizontal below
ground main tunnel. Once located,
a trapping hole is
dug to the tunnel
depth and a trap
is set in each direction.
There
are
advantages
in

www.facebook.com/wctmagazine

both types of sets. The lateral set
is often the quickest to make as it
requires no probing, little digging,
and uses only one trap. Your catch
success, however, may be less
than with a main tunnel set simply
because the laterals may or may
not be reused or may have a much
lower second soil plug, while the
gopher is much more apt to use
their main tunnels regularly. As
a rule you end up with more soil
plugged traps occurring in lateral
sets. I tend to favor main tunnel
sets, as do most professional trappers, however, there are those willing to accept the trade-off.
It somewhat depends on the
objective of trapping. If trapping is
just too thin out the gopher population, the lateral sets might be
the way to go, but if you want to
clear an area of all gophers, then
main tunnel trapping is essential.
Some makes of traps are a little
more suited for main tunnel sets
i.e. box/choker-type, while the long
pronged grip-type, such as the
Cinch gopher trap, is particularly
suited for lateral sets.
Defining the Burrow System
Gophers are generally solitary
dwellers, with only one gopher per
burrow system except for when
breeding or rearing young. However, neighboring gophers of either
sex are quick to invade a vacant
burrow system if the original occupant is removed by trapping or
killed by poison bait.
A gopher’s burrow is very complex with many twists and turns.
Several hundred linear feet of
feeding tunnels may cover an area
of 50 x 100 ft. or more, with the capability of pushing up a half dozen
or more soil mounds over night.
Because of their solitary nature,
there is little point in placing more
than 2 or 3 trap sets in each burrow
system. As a result, a good trapper will try to size up the infestation based on how the mounds are
spaced or clustered to determine if
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individual gopher systems can be
delineated. This can often be done
if the gopher population is low, but
becomes mostly a guess if the area
is densely populated.
Sets, when possible, are always made at or close to the freshest (newest) mounds, since that
reflects the area of current burrowing activity. If fresh mounds are not
clearly evident, then go over the infested area and knock down all the
old mounds and wait a day or so for
new mounds to appear.
Where the burrow systems of
individual gophers are not definable, make a set at or near fresh
mounds every 30 to 40 ft. for large
areas of more than a couple of
acres and half that distance for
home yards and smaller properties
of two acres or less.
Finding tunnels
Locating the most currently
used tunnels is essential to successful trapping. Early morning is
the best time of day to identify the
soil mounds pushed up the previous night, as this freshly excavated
soil will be darker in color due to
the moisture content. As the day
progresses they tend to dry out and
resemble the older mounds in color. The freshest mounds, however,
upon close inspection can usually
be identified even when completely dry. If you set in the lateral tunnels, then it is obvious that you use
the lateral tunnels of the freshest
mound to make your set.
If you want to set in the main
underground tunnels, then they
must be located with the least
amount of effort. Pocket gophers
push loose soil, like a small bulldozer, out of their burrows through
an upward slanting tunnel. As a result, a horseshoe-shaped mound
of soil is produced. When finished,
the hole is routinely plugged by the
gopher.
The shape of the mound makes
it evident as to the location of the
main tunnel. The tunnel will be

about 18 inches or so in the direction from which the soil was
pushed—this is at the low and
open end of the horseshoe-shaped
mound as indicated by the soil plug.
This is then confirmed by probing
into the soil with a pointed steel
probe (rod). A release of ground
friction will be felt when the probe
breaks into the tunnel (burrow). As
an alternative you can also probe
the soil at spacings of 4 inches at
a right angle to an imaginary line
drawn between two closely located
fresh mounds, knowing an underground tunnel connects the two.
The main tunnels are generally
from about 8 to 12 inches below
the ground surface; however, this
may vary from region to region.
Trap Setting
The directions for setting the
various traps come with the purchase of the trap and are usually
relatively good as far as initially
setting the device. The directions
for placement may or may not be
very precise. Details may be scant
or missing, such as setting the trap
so the prongs are placed substantially back into a cleared tunnel,
lowering the trap to be more flush
with the bottom of the tunnel, or
excluding light entry around a set
box/choker-type trap etc.
Covering the trap set with grass
sod, dirt, paper, plastic or cloth
sheeting to exclude light and air is
a common practice. If a trapper lets
in any light it is through a very small
opening or the small hole at the
end of a box trap. A little light may
actually attract the gopher to the
area, but the general consensus is
that too much light will cause the
gopher to come pushing a blocking
load of soil—and as a result, a soil
plugged trap but no gopher.
There are some trappers who
forego covering their sets if using
the type of trap that is inserted into
the tunnel. They favor this practice
because traps can be set faster—
allowing more trap sets in a given

period of time. In practice they are
willing to accept a lower catch. I believe that, if it works for you—stay
with it. There is some evidence that
suggests the value of covering the
traps is seasonal and/or relative to
weather conditions—higher temperatures require covering.
Tools needed include a good
probe, narrow shovel, a hammer
for driving stakes, a sturdy trowel for clearing or enlarging the
tunnel, and a long handled large
spoon if removing soil from lateral
tunnels—knee pads are optional.
A large open topped canvas bag
with a wide shoulder strap works
well for carrying traps, stakes, and
small equipment.
Gloves or not has often been
debated. While gophers, rather
surprisingly, have a good sense of
smell, most of the professional gopher trappers I know do not wear
gloves while trapping. They find
gloves cumbersome and do not
believe that the human scent is all
that important.
Anchoring and Flagging
Traps should be identified as
to owner when and as required by
state regulations. Some trappers
paint their traps a bright color for
quick identification and to assist in
finding them so as to prevent trap
loss when accidentally dropped in
the field. Because they are color
blind, gophers are not put off by
bright colors but select a paint that
dries nearly odorless.
To prevent gophers from dragging traps into their burrows or coyotes from carrying off your trap and
catch, traps should be secured to a
nearby stake with heavy cord, flexible wire, light chain, or light (aircraft-type) cable of the type used
for making small animal snares.
Any durable light weight stake
such as pine survey stakes, fiberglass electric fence posts or plastic
garden stakes may be used. Some
Continued on page 8
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From

the

Toolbox

JACK AMMERMAN
5104 Woodstock Drive n Swartz Creek, MI 48473

A

s wildlife control operators, we get some pretty
strange calls. It’s a good
thing that we do because
trapping raccoons day in and day
out tends to get monotonous. My
friend Ron got into wildlife control
a few years before I did. He is a
good guy and about as honest and
open as a person can be when discussing business. We don’t cross
“territories” but live close enough
that we’ve helped each other out
on some big jobs. During our many
conversations, he told me about a
skunk he trapped out of some guy’s
attic. I’m an ordinarily skeptical
person, but I had no doubt he was
telling the truth. I had to question it,
though, as this was indeed an oddball call. According to Ron, “Apparently, the neighbor and client
were feuding. The client thinks the
neighbor put it up there. I put the
entire trap with the skunk in it in a

Woodpecker
Issues?
Learn how-to manage
woodpecker damage with
the WCT course:

Dealing with
Woodpeckers
available online on the WCT
Online Training Center.
www.facebook.com/wctmagazine

Oddball Calls
garbage bag in case he sprayed
as I was getting him out of the attic. He didn’t, though.” This led to
a plethora of additional questions
such as, “How did the neighbor get
it up there?” “Did the guy know it
was a skunk in his attic when he
called you?” and “How would the
neighbor have possession of a
skunk, to begin with?” I didn’t ask
any of those questions as Ron was
so nonchalant about the whole
thing that he probably didn’t entertain any of these thoughts.
I haven’t gotten any skunk in
the attic calls lately, but I have tackled a few that seemed to me to be
pretty off the wall. I hadn’t had any
experience capturing peacocks
when I received a call about nuisance peacocks in a tanning salon.
I can now say that I deem myself a
professional peacock wrangler as
the situation was eventually solved
with only a fair amount of screaming from both the peacocks and
myself. Not one to leave money on
the table, as an add-on upcharge, I
offered to clean up all the feathers
in the two tanning booth rooms, but
the business owner declined.
Peacocks are fast. They run
like the wind. This experience gave
me the encouragement I needed
when I received the call from a
frantic owner of an emu that had
escaped and was running down
a busy city thoroughfare. Unfortunately, this was a revenue-losing
venture for me, as I quickly discovered. Although emus and peacocks are both birds and runners,
they are not even in the same ballpark when it comes to capturing

them. As far as I know, that emu is
probably still running. If you get an
oddball call about an emu, take my
advice, and pass on it.
I’ve gotten calls to remove animals that just weren’t there. One
woman needed a python removed
from behind her couch. When I
showed up, there was no python
to be seen by me. She continued
seeing it and pointed right at it after
I had moved the couch well away. I
realized the snake was in her head
as I had never encountered an invisible snake in my entire life. I had
her guide my snake tongs to the
spot and tell me when to close the
jaws. I captured the “snake” and
took it outside to my truck. Rather
than placing it in a cage trap (since
I couldn’t see it, I couldn’t determine the proper size cage trap to
put it in,) I opened my truck door
and let it loose in the cab. That
snake is still in that truck, for all I
know. My youngest son eventually
bought that truck from me. I never told him about the incident because he does not like snakes at
all!
A call came in one day from a
local municipality needing certification that a house was “animal-free”
before demolishing it. Upon inspection, I found numerous possible entryways that would allow unfettered access to the interior by an
enterprising animal. The electricity
had been shut off, and I patrolled
the interior by flashlight, looking for
signs of life. The gentleman who
accompanied me didn’t seem interested in finding an animal. He was
more interested in a signed state-
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ment so he could fire up his bulldozer and get to work. There were
leaves on the floor in the kitchen,
dining room, and living room. I
commented that with all this nesting material, I was shocked that we
hadn’t startled a bird or a squirrel.
He then pointed out that animals
did not bring in the nesting material. The house had been used
as a marijuana grow house. The
leaves were the trimmings from
their illegal bounty. I learned that
day that marijuana smokers don’t
smoke the leaves. They smoke
the flower of the plant. Why all the
T-shirts and hats have pictures of
a marijuana leaf, I don’t know. The
shirts should have pictures of the
flowers! I gave the man his documentation and watched the first
crush as the bulldozer blade met
the front porch.
Along those same lines, I was
contacted by a county land bank
to do all the inspections for a run-

down part of a city that had houses
scheduled to be demolished. I figured this could be pretty good business, as I would get paid to inspect
and then also be able to charge if
I needed to trap. After the first and
second inspections yielded a human being sleeping in those dark,
abandoned houses, I decided that
this oddball call wasn’t for me. Both
times I encountered someone in a
dark room, I jumped, they jumped,
and then there was an awkward
period of silence. I’ll go one on one
with any raccoon defending its turf.
Having a potential battle with a
homeless squatter isn’t part of my
playbook.
My favorite oddball call was,
again, one that I had no experience in. I had never even seen a
ferret, but I accepted the challenge
when the call came in that some
guy had a ferret running around
in his home. I didn’t know what
ferrets ate, so I didn’t know what

to use for bait. I didn’t know their
habits. To be honest, I wasn’t even
sure exactly what they looked like!
I set a 12x12 cage trap on its end,
set the trap door, and proceeded
to search the house with my snake
tongs. The first place I looked was
under the kitchen sink. I opened
the door, and a ferret scurried out,
ran into the living room, jumped
on the couch, and did a purposeful nosedive directly into my trap. I
quickly triggered the cage trap door
and had my ferret! The woman of
the house turned to the man and
said, “See! This is why you leave it
to the professionals! You’ve been
chasing this thing for two days, and
this guy has it in his trap within two
minutes!” I accepted the check and
tried to hide my astonishment at
what had just transpired. Another
oddball call in the books and another self-proclaimed “expert” status to pin to my chest! n
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Urban Coyote Management
URBAN COYOTE SOLUTIONS
BILL CHRISTMAN CWCP
1544 23RD ST n Bettendorf, IA 52722

Bill@UrbanCoyoteSolutions.com • 309.721.6970
UrbanCoyoteSolutions.com
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Travel Corridors

hen trapping coyotes,
it’s all about location!
There are okay locations on properties,
but if you can find the jackpot,
which we will refer to as the travel
corridor, that is your premium location! Sometimes this area can be
missed entirely when pre-scouting
properties, or it can be overlooked
and located 50 to 100 yards away
from an okay location. This can be
the difference between capturing
two or three coyotes and ten coyotes with just a pair of well-placed
sets. Place well-made, bulletproof
sets right smack dab in the middle of the travel corridor where the
coyotes are moving through the
property. Usually, only the coyotes
use this particular corridor—no

raccoons, skunks, possums, etc. I
do not like scattering sets all over
a farm or property. I especially hate
trap pluggers and nontargets, so I
spend a lot of time ensuring that
the location I’m setting up is on the
main travel corridor, where applicable, running through the property. Let’s dive into this.
Not all properties have this long
travel corridor running through
them by the coyotes, but many do,
and this is the area of focus. You
will pick up coyotes consistently
in this area and, most of the time,
nothing else, as it’s usually only
the coyotes using this corridor.
Think of the okay places you find,
like branches from the main corridor. One or two coyotes may go
check out these areas, but not all

Figure 1.
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the coyotes will do this. That is why
the travel corridor is the primary
key to capturing every one of them
coming through a property. They’re
heading somewhere very specific.
I will give you two examples of
properties that were scouted and
where two to three coyotes were
caught every year on an okay location, but I was off a little from the
main corridor. I didn’t trap these
properties every year, but when I
returned to them last year, I paid
a little closer attention as I scouted them, finding the travel corridor leading through both of these
farms. What a huge difference it
made from catching two or three
coyotes to capturing a total of 19
between the two properties, in just
two weeks, with only a pair of sets
on each farm. Wow! I was amazed
at the difference a few 100 feet
could make. These travel corridors
are always leading to something
specific for the coyote. Sometimes
it’s on the adjacent property or
maybe a few properties away, but
it is always something very specific
they are heading to and almost always related to food.
Figure 1 shows a red line running through the property underneath Interstate 80. To the other
side, where you see the red X, is
the travel corridor leading to a pile
of deer carcasses placed there
by the state in the middle of an
Interstate on-ramp. I had no idea
this dead deer pile was there as
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a trench was dug, and you cannot see it. The only reason I came
across it is that I pulled into this
area one day and found 40 dead
deer in a culvert dug out by the
state to dispose of all the dead
deer that had been hit on the highway. The yellow Xs represent okay
trap set locations on this particular
property and where you will find
droppings and tracks to back it up.
Upon scouting this property last
year before the season, I looked
at the tracks I found leading to the
crossover, middle yellow X, and
there was one pair of tracks heading right up the hill across the field
into the drainage where you’ll find
the blue X. When I got up there and
looked at this area, there was a trail
matted down from coyotes traveling through there so much. When
you got down to the crossover,
tracks were scattered everywhere
in no particular directional order.
Some went to the West, some to
the East, and some straight across
the crossover. But where you see
the blue X, they were like soldiers’
tracks walking in a straight line. A
pair of my custom dirt holes (killer
sets, I might add) produced nine
coyotes in 12 days. I had so many
catch circles in this area that it was
difficult to make a remake outside
the catch circle after a while.
Let’s now bring your attention
to Figure 2. The red line running
through several different parcels
represents the coyote’s travel corridor leading to the red X, where the
farmer disposes of carcasses that
is not well known or readily visible
because it’s dug out in the middle of
the field below ground level. Again,
the yellow Xs represent okay locations throughout the property that I
have permission on, but the blue X
represents the jackpot. Again, right
smack dab in the middle of a travel
corridor and away from the nontargets. Common sense told me they
were heading there to feed. I again
placed two of my custom dirt holes

Figure 2.

on the travel corridor, directionally
angled to blow right in their face as
they walked by. It didn’t take long,
and I had my first back-to-back
doubles ending 14 days later with
ten coyotes and a ton of catch circles. Wahoo! I was kicking a** and
taking paws! It was very apparent
to me that I was going to spend
more time scouting and setting up
the properties with these corridors
for as long as I trap coyotes. In my
opinion, it’s the only way to trap
coyotes. It’s even better than being
at the carcass piles, where there
are all types of nontargets. But out

in the middle of these corridors, the
only thing you’re going to catch is
Wiley’s!
Out in the middle of these corridors, there’s rarely a nontarget.
Very few whitetails are sniffing
around and setting off your traps,
and when you catch something, it’s
most likely a coyote, fox, or an occasional wolf. I’ll take these corridors anytime over being right next
to a carcass pile. Very few sets
concentrated on the best possible location will produce precisely
what you’re after, and rarely anything else. n
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Around

the

Cage Traps

PAUL WINKELMANN
8041 West Mequon Rd. n Mequon, WI 53097

E

very so often, I get one of
those days that demonstrate why I started doing
wildlife removal in the first
place. Today was one of those
days. I got a call from a customer
who has a small pond close to his
house. He wanted me to remove
the muskrat he saw swimming
there. While walking the banks
and looking for sign, I found a nice
shore den, and the muskrat came
swimming out of an underwater
den and showed me exactly where
to set a “can’t miss” conibear.
Imagine my surprise when both
conibears were empty the next
day, but the muskrat was waiting
for me in a Comstock that I had
set in a culvert on the pond. The
following day, both conibears were
empty, but my muskrat’s girlfriend
was also in the Comstock!
An even funnier occurrence
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Tips

n

Tricks

happened the same day. One of
my customers noticed that the
neighbor’s big yellow tom cat was
caught in one of my cages. He
watched me reset the cage enough

times that he felt he could do me
a favor—let the cat out, reset the
cage, and save me a trip! Well,
sometimes even the best plans
don’t work out. When my customer went to release the cat, he discovered that what I actually caught
was a very large blond raccoon! I
have probably caught more blond
raccoons than anyone else in the
world, and this was one of the largest, prettiest ones of the more than
100 that I have caught.
This one just happened. I
set three conibears yesterday at
three fresh runs reasonably close
to each other. The first two held
muskrats, and the third one was
sprung! I really wanted three for
three, so I was a little disappointed in the sprung trap. But then I
discovered an old conibear I had
forgotten about a couple of years
ago. And that old conibear had a
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muskrat skeleton inside of it, so
now at least I’m three for four! I
must admit that at my age, I should
have every set I make tattooed in
the palm of my hand. The best part
is that I added another #155 bodygrip trap, which is my idea of the
best-sized conibear style muskrat
trap made!
So, I’m trapping woodchuck
at this customer’s property, and I
noticed a smaller hole going under his deck. I set a Comstock
that was still large enough to hold
a woodchuck, but I caught a red
squirrel. When I told the Mrs., she
said, “You’re ahead of the game. I
was going to call you to come and
trap them.” I did catch two woodchucks, by the way. While we’re on
the subject of squirrel trapping, for
whatever reason, I have been doing awful catching them this spring.
They are seen near the cages but
not entering. I’ve had a lot of success using indoor/outdoor carpeting at the bottom of my rabbit
cages and lately on my woodchuck
cages. So, I figured why not give
the squirrel cages a try?
I cut the carpeting to size and
smeared a couple of lines of peanut butter and squirrel paste on

the pieces. Well, I’m pleased to tell
you that I’ve caught nine squirrels
in the last four days—both reds
and grays. I probably should mention that one of the gray squirrels
did get even by ripping that carpeting into tiny pieces so it could
never be used again. But he’s the
only one thus far! I am surprised
that this goofy gimmick has worked
as well as it has so far. I’ve been
told that the main reason is that

the carpeting holds the odor of the
attractants and that once a squirrel gets caught, you add his scent
to the mix. And whoever told me
this knew exactly what they were
talking about. It is now a week later, and I have a few cages that
have caught four squirrels in five or
six days. I don’t know if the indoor/
outdoor carpeting thing will keep
working this well, but I am certainly
looking forward to finding out.
Something else I felt was enjoyable; I had been warned that
this customer was not a happy
camper on the phone and was not
fun to deal with. Well, I had forgotten the warnings entirely, and I’m
glad I did. The customer and I got
along fabulously and have been
very successful so far. There are
just some people that you hit it off
with right away. Lately, I have been
very fortunate to meet some genuinely fantastic customers who have
been very enjoyable to talk to. I
don’t know about you, but when I
have finished having an intelligent
conversation with a client, I consider this an enjoyable part of the job!
n
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OSHA

O

SHA and Labor Laws can
be dry reading and dryer
to write about. However,
they are important to
know about if you have employees.
First off, there are federal and
state labor laws. The state laws
usually go further than the federal ones. These cover child labor,
posting schedules, hiring and firing, work hours, wages, and more.
Labor laws apply in differing degrees to anyone with one or more
employees.
Some laws only kick in when a
certain number of employees are
counted. Their way of counting employees differs from one, two, or
three. They have a form that must
be filled out to get the count, and it
is like modern math, one and one
sometimes equals four. The laws do

and

Labor Laws

by Gordon Betts

not apply to a single person working
their own business or an “independent contractor.”
Independent contractor means
the company or person who hired
the contractor isn’t responsible for
enforcing the labor laws on the job.
The contractor, if they have employees that has been contracted,
is. To clarify, let’s say your company
is hired to rid XYZ Company of raccoons. XYZ Company doesn’t put
you on their payroll; they are paying
you only to do the job. Therefore,
XYZ Company is not liable for enforcing the labor laws or OSHA
Rules for you and your employees.
If something happens, it all falls
back to you.
Labor laws are probably the
most violated, and it seems that
they are not overly enforced un-

less somebody complains. (From
my observations.) Abuse seems
to be higher with chain operations
such as fast food and convenience
stores than in better-established
businesses.
When I was at the peak of my
former career, I had a combined
seasonal and permanent staff of
125 (I’m glad I’m a solo act now).
In the 20 years I was in management, we were inspected only four
times, one of which was from an unfounded complaint. Don’t take this
as a free ticket, however. If your
company is inspected and found
in violation, it can be very costly,
up to $10,000, for each violation.
Criminal prosecution and jail time
can also happen. If you have employees, you need a working knowledge of these laws and to keep up

A.D.C. N UISANCE C ONTROL P RODUCTS
Woodchuck A.D.C. Bait
8 oz. $8.00; 16 oz. $15.00; Gal $80.00

Skunk A.D.C. Bait
8 oz. $8.00; 16 oz. $15.00; Gal. $80.00

FORMULA ONE: (Woodchuck Bait) This rich and full-bodied mix is made
from the woodchuck’s favorite food sources. Any grazing chuck will find this
fragrance difficult to pass up at anytime of the year.
FORMULA TWO: (Woodchuck Bait) A unique blend of natural herbs and
select fragrances that chuck’s cannot resist. Unique blend with a lush green
base that is also proven staple food of woodchucks.

Woodchuck A.D.C. L.T.S. Lures
1 oz. $5.00; 4 oz. $15.00; 16 oz. $40.00; Gal. $150.00

FORMULA ONE L.T.S.: A powerful food and curiosity odor that is a proven
call lure to the woodchuck when applied to some leafy greens for eye appeal.
Can also be used alone as a trailing scent.
FORMULA TWO L.T.S.: A select blend of food odors that has been specifically
formulated for woodchucks. Select nuisance control product that is tailor made
for vegetation eating animals.

Chuck Gland Lures 1 oz. $7.50; 4 oz. $25.00

CHUCK MATRIX L.T.S.: (Gland Lure Trailing Scent) An excellent gland lure
formulation was built to allow controlled odor emission & ultimate attraction.
CHUCK MATE: (Paste Gland Lure) Very small amount needed to attract any
wondering “hog”. Available in 1 oz. and 4 oz. only. Limited quantities.

Woodchuck Stater Kit Specials $40.00, Save $5.00
FORMULA ONE: Includes 2 - 16 oz. Formula One Baits;
1 - 4 oz. Formula One L.T.S.
FORMULA TWO: Includes 2 - 16 oz. Formula Two Baits;
1 - 4 oz. Formula Two L.T.S.

Other A.D.C. Baits 8 oz. $8.00; 16 oz. $15.00; Gal $80.00
URBAN WILDLIFE: (Raccoon - Skunk) Universal paste bait.
FUR TAKER: (Raccoon & Predators) A rich blend of wild fruits.

See our Full Product Line on the Web @
www.jamesonsultrablend.com
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724.323.2000

Bob Jameson
24 Birch Road
Daisytown PA 15427
July - August Special
1 Gallon Bait $75.00
(save $5.00)
Mix and Match any 6
8 oz. A.D.C. Baits for $44.00
(save $4.00)
Mastercard and Visa accepted
Special Prices Expire 08/31/2022

The creatures are
stirring, are you
prepared?
Let Jameson’s Ultra
Blend products help you
resolve those nuisance
wildlife problems,
quickly, efficiently and
professionally.

FIREBALL A.D.C.: A rich blend of natural food odors and uncommon oil
extracts that are put in a durable base. Primary bait of NWCO’s in the U.S. and
Canada.
GRUB STAKE: A powerful and proven skunk bait which was tailor made for the
nuisance control man. Sweet/sour aroma. Heavy, durable and attractive all year
round. Grubbing or not.
PEACHES & CREAM: (Universal Gel Bait) This heavy bodied bait is edible
and very palatable proving to be the most effective multi-species bait offered in
this industry. Aroma of ripen peaches with a soft side odor of sweet cream.
Everything investigates this unique bait.

Skunk A.D.C. L.T.S. Lures
1 oz. $5.00; 4 oz. $15.00; 16 oz. $40.00; Gal. $150.00

FIREBALL A.D.C. L.T.S.: Food and oil extracts with a sharp fragrance that will
prove to outlast the competitors. A superior lure and trailing scent.
PEACHES & CREAM L.T.S.: Field tests have proven that this universal lure
trailing scent is attractive to all types of wildlife. Very sweet and powerful.
Distinct aroma of ripen peaches.
HOT SHOT L/B L.T.S.: (Raccoon - Skunk) Fresh tuna fish odor. The ultimate
attractor when used with eye appeal and a great lure when used at hole or pocket
sets. Use only in drops when applying as trailing scent.

Skunk Starter Kit Special $35.00, Save $4.00

Includes 2 - 8 oz. Grub Stake Baits, 1 - 8 oz. Peaches & Cream Bait;
and 1 - 4 oz. Skunk Mate L.T.S.

With all orders, please include full name, shipping address, type of credit card
and all 16 digits of the account number along with expiration date.
PA residents add 6 % sales tax. Sorry no CODs.
Under $40.00 add $10.95: $41.00 - $75.00 add $13.95.
$76.00 - $100.00 add $16.95: $101.00 and up add $19.95.
Any excessive weight will be billed actual shipping.

Send or Call for current catalog.
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with all required paperwork. As long
as you prove that you are trying, the
inspectors generally give you a certain amount of time to comply and
then reinspect to ensure that you
have corrected the problem(s).
OSHA is the Occupational
Safety and Health Act. It deals with
just what the name says, health and
safety. While training, reporting,
and record keeping mainly apply
to companies with ten or more employees, worker safety and equipment requirements can be applied
to anyone. OSHA has rules and
regulations for everything imaginable and some that are not. Setting
ladders, the weight limits a ladder
needs to have, fall protection, use
of hand and power equipment, confined spaces (think crawl space and
some attics), scaffolding, and dust
mask or respirator up to and including what filters need to be used on
what job are just a few things covered. It can get crazy with what is
defined under these laws.
If I counted correctly, there are
over 200 paragraphs for just respirators, which section includes
dust masks, under Part 1910.134,
in OSHA Law. There are 85 paragraphs concerning just ladders. To
find out what applies to portable
ladders instead of fixed ladders,
one must read all 85. They are listed as follows;
1926.1053 Ladders; Part 1926;
Part Number Title Safety and Health
Regulations
for
Construction;
Subpart 1926 subpart X; Subpart
Title Stairways and Ladders;
Standard Number 1926.1053; Title
Ladders; GPO Source e-CFR.
It goes from 1926.1053(a) to
1926.1053(b)22. They deal with
fixed and portable ladders and
can be very complex to simple
as 1926.1053(b)20, which says,
“When ascending or descending a
ladder, the user shall face the ladder.” Most of the laws are common
sense when you think about it.
We all use ladders. According to

“ISHN Magazine” Industrial Safety
& Hygiene News, for the physical
year 2018, ladder standards were
the sixth most frequently cited
agency standard. Out of 2,010 inspections, 2,376 citations were issued for 5,536,382 dollars in fines
levied. That’s over five and a half
million dollars in fines. The biggest
was to one company at two locations for multiple violations. They
totaled $375,715 in fines that were
reduced to $225,426. Still a chunk
of change that would sink most of
us. They had fall protection, eye
and face protection violations, as
well on roofing projects, but the
main violations were for ladder use
or misuse.
For the past three years, 20172019, fall protection (think harnesses, ridge hooks, etc.) violations under 1910.501 have been
the number one for OSHA. This
is followed by hazard communication (think Material Safety Data
Sheets) 1910.1200, in at number
two, respirator protection 1910.134,
came in at number four, and ladders 1926.1053, as previously stated, ranked number six. (“MSDS
Online”)
In general, fines for OSHA violations are higher than for labor
law violations. As of 2019, they can
go to $13,260 per day for failure to
abate a violation or for a serious violation and up to $132,598 for willful or repeat violations. It can also
lead to criminal prosecution if the
violation causes death or injury.
Once again, the inspector can work
with you to help abate violations in
a reasonable amount of time. When
an inspector arrives at your office
or job site, remember that they are
only doing their jobs. Work with
them, and they will generally work
with you. Safety and health are serious matters. With that said, OSHA
and labor laws go together.
Even if your company doesn’t
fall within the guidelines for mandatory implementation of labor and

OSHA laws, they are good guidelines to know for your information.
They will help you stay safer on
your jobs. n

Got Bats???
Learn the skills to
confidently handle
bat conflicts and
exclusion projects.
Available 24/7/365 online at
https://wildlifetraining.thinkific.com/

Operators that pass the final
test are able to print out a
certificate of completion and
use the Wildlife Control Training
Group Trained Bat Excluder
logo (shown below) on their
marketing materials and
website.
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How Many Animals Does It Take To Destroy
A Forest? “From Seed to Harvest”

H

ow many animals does
it take to destroy a forest? Eighteen plus! That’s
right, 18 plus, and that’s
not counting their sub-species
plus other things such as diseases, lousy soil, flooding caused
by too much rain, or water tables
caused by beavers drowning the
trees. Then there is erosion, heat,
drought, heavy winds, insects, i.e.,
beetles and moths, and of course,
fire. Living here in the Pacific
Northwest, we are covered with
hundreds of miles and thousands
of acres of forest from sea level to
the tops of the Cascade Range.
My brother-in-law, a teacher in
Connecticut, came out a few years
back. When he saw all the trees,
he said, “Wow, look at all of these
trees.” According to him, the belief
back east is that the Pacific Northwest was raped of most of its trees,
and there are very few remaining.
Then he said, “You will never run

by John Consolini

out of trees.” That’s right; we will
never run out of trees because we
replant the following year after harvest and manage the forest up until the next harvest, which could be
anywhere from fifty to eighty years
later.
Living in the Pacific Northwest
(PNW), I always said that this is a
great place and opportunity for an
ADC business because there are
so many different avenues a guy
can go to get business—from residential to commercial to industrial to agricultural. With agriculture
alone, you have “livestock (cattle,
sheep, horses, and pigs), poultry
(chickens, duck, geese, and turkey), fisheries that include farmraised fish to state fish hatcheries
(trout, salmon, and steelhead),
forestry and more.” All the above
have conflicts with animals that do
some kind of damage that needs to
be managed.
I have been in the ADC and the

Porcupine damage
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fur industry for fifty-plus years now,
and I think I have dealt with just
about every two- and four-legged
critter in one way or another. Some
of those critters I dealt with daily were squirrels, rats, raccoons,
opossums, mountain beavers,
skunks (both spotted and stripped),
moles, beavers, nutrias, river otters, coyotes, bobcats, muskrats,
minks, rabbits, hares, porcupines,
chipmunks, northern flying squirrels, yellow-bellied marmots, weasels, and packrats, not to mention
birds and bats. I also dealt with
cougars and black bears on one of
my sheep and cattle ranches.
Since this article is about trees
and how many and what kind of
animals attack them from seed to
harvest, we first need to know what
type of animal we’re dealing with.
It’s hard to believe that there are
as many as 20, but there are even
more when you figure out how many
different sub-species there are in
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Mountain Beaver and its damage to a Rhododendron bush next to a house

their family. They are mice, rats
(way too many species to mention
for these two), voles, moles, pocket gophers, chipmunks, squirrels,
both tree and ground, marmots,
mountain beaver, porcupine, yellow-bellied and rock marmot, rabbits, hares, muskrat, beaver, deer,
elk, moose, bears, both Black and
Grizzly, and even birds such as
grouse and turkey.
Let’s look at some animals and
how they attack the tree from the
seed to harvest.

Mice, rats, and chipmunks:
These animals will take the
seeds from inside the warehouse
where they are stored and in the
greenhouses where the trees are
grown before moving outside. They
will open the bags/gunnysacks and
even dig up the seed when planted. They will also attack the seedling when the seed germinates.
These animals are controlled by
small snap traps in small spaces
and warehouses and pesticides in
their tunnels found throughout the
forest.

Moles, voles, and pocket gophers:
These species will attack the
tree root below the surface. A
telltale sign of the mole and pocket
gopher are dirt mounds throughout

the area. A pocket gopher mound
is a more fan-shaped dirt mound,
whereas a mole is a volcano pushup mound. The vole will attack the
tree once it comes above ground
for a couple of years of its growth,
gnawing its trunk at ground level.
Traps or pesticides control these
animals.

Telltale signs are cuttings showing
a 45-degree angle cut, dropped
branches leading to tunnel openings, and branches stuffed into
tunnel openings. Mountain beaver
are trapped by 110 body-gripping
traps. The traps are set inside the
tunnels or set on the outside of its
entry.

Squirrels (Red, Douglas, Pine,
Gray, Fox, and California
Ground Squirrel):

Marmots (yellow-bellied and rock):

Tree and ground squirrels will
take pine cones in the forest and
tree grower’s warehouses. These
animals will overharvest cones
and store them in their cache, preparing for winter. They will also
strip the bark from the tree, eat
some of it, and make a nest with
the rest. Squirrels are trapped with
body-gripping traps, footholds,
cages, and small (Canada) snares.

Mountain Beaver:
A Pacific Northwest animal
found only on the west side of the
Cascade Range in Washington,
Oregon, and a small part of British Columbia. This animal will cut
down newly planted trees from
the first day of planting to a fiveyear-old tree, depending on the
type of tree. The PNW has a lot of
Douglas fir, red cedar, and alder.

This animal will climb trees like
a porcupine and strip the tree’s bark
and branches, allowing diseases to
take over and kill the tree. Control
for this animal is foothold traps set
at the bottom of trees, baited with
apple cider spread on the tree and/
or salt. If you can find their toilets
use the debris with their urine at
the bottom of the tree for an attractant. Medium-sized body-gripping
traps (220) work well in a cubby
set with apples and/or salt. Cage
traps will work too with apple and
salt but are not as effective as the
other two traps. Snares are another option but are illegal in the state
of Washington.

Porcupine:
Porcupines will strip a tree
of its bark from the treetop to the
ground. The telltale sign is fresh
Continued on page 20
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Continued from page 19

tree damage that you can see from
100 yards away. The sign of fresh
stripped bark off of a tree at the top
or midway down the tree. Other
signs are large piles of droppings
at the foot of the damaged tree
showing where the animal was eating and relieving itself. Traps that
can be used are #220 body-gripping traps and footholds. When the
breeding season is on in spring,
you can find them walking down almost any logging road, even during
daylight hours. Here all one needs
is a .22 caliber. There are several
set-ups that I use. Where the damage is, you can set up a small twofoot fence in a V-shape and put the
220 at the bottom of the “V.”

Beaver:
As trappers, we are all aware
of how much damage this critter alone can do. Beaver will take

down trees and use them for three
different reasons. First, it has to
make a lodge using trees and logs.
Lodges are made of tree branches, logs, mud, and rocks. Second,
it is a food source for the beaver.
It cuts down the tree just for the
cambium layer between the bark
and wood. Third, it is used for
building a dam killing trees in two
different ways; (1) holding back the
water and (2) raising the groundwater table, drowning the trees to
death. Trapping is the most effective way to control this guy. Number 4 foothold trap size bear minimum I would use with a #5 trap
the ideal size for this critter. The
MB650 and MB750 size also work
well, with the MB750 achieving a
greater hold. Body-gripping traps
in #280 and #330 work best, but I
have also caught them in the #220.
The suitcase-type traps (Hancock
& Koro) work great if you’re in an
urban or metropolitan area and
close to people.

Nutria:

Bear Damage from Black Bears; Red Flags are sign of same one in the area for
the last two years. Red flags are from damaged trees last year. Gray trees are
dead trees from three years ago+. Bear is hibernating mostly likely on the hill in
far background south slope. Red flags (18+ in picture) are coming down from hill
in the center back of picture through the ridgeline down through the hill / draw.
Bear is staying in this area and this is where you want to control/ trap him.
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These animals will burrow into
a stream or lake bank and undermine it, creating erosion. The tree
will either fall over from being undermined or die from rot to the tree
from too much water. Traps used
here are #160, #220 body-gripping, and #2 and #3 footholds are
best. Traps can be put in their tunnel openings or baited with apples.

Muskrat:
This animal will run into the tree
farm and take young/small trees if
the plantation is next to a stream or
creek for a food source. Muskrats
will take small seedling trees, not
just grass and water plants. The
best way to control this critter is
to find its runway and set a #110
body-gripping trap, a #1 or #1-1/2
long spring, or a colony trap.

Rabbits and Hares:
These are two different critters
here. Rabbits are born blind and
hairless and depend on their mother for protection, whereas the Hare
is born with hair and open eyes
and can run in a few hours. Both
animals do the same damage to
trees. They will eat the young/fresh
seedlings, but the rabbit stops eating them when the trees grow more
than eight inches. The Hare, on the
other hand, will eat and chew on
trees throughout the year and eat
branches on trees five to six feet
high. Trapping can be done, but it
is a more intense and costly control method. Because rabbits and
hares don’t do as much damage
as other animals do, hunting is
the best option. Hunting with dogs
(beagles are a good breed for just
this) or walking grass/tree edges
are other good ways for control.
Rabbits can be found along tree
lines eating grass around dawn
and dusk. On the other hand,
snowshoe hares stay in the woods,
and when they change color from
brown to pure white, they are easier to see while hunting.
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Black Bears:
Bears will strip a tree of its bark
from ground to tree top. In spring,
the bears constantly check Douglas fir trees for their sap and sugar contents. They will check trees
by ripping a piece of bark off some
trees for weeks to months. Once
the tree produces what the bear
wants, they will go to town on every tree they find. It is said that
some bears will strip and eat up to
70 trees per day!
I have been to many wildlife
conventions. One that sticks in my
mind was a forestry convention I
attended years ago in Olympia,
Washington, put on by the Washington State Department of Natural
Resources. One of the speakers
said that an animal rights person
asked, “How much damage to
your trees does a Black Bear do
every year?” His answer to them
was simple, “Six percent.” Then
they asked, why do you have to
manage bears if you only get six
percent damage? He stated he explained it to them in laymen terms
so they could understand it more
clearly.
The trees are managed and
harvested between 50 and 80
years of age depending on many
factors such as weather (hot, cold,
rainy, fire, etc.), soil, and animal
damage. Bears attack the Douglas
Fir at the 28-to-30-year age and do
so for up to the next ten years, so
if you lose six percent a year, every year for ten years, with simple
math, that is sixty percent of your
tree crop. “Nobody can stay in any
business very long, losing sixty
percent of their business no matter
what kind of business it is.”
Bears are controlled in three
ways. One way is houndsmen and
their dogs will run bears from areas
where tree damage occurs, treeing
and harvesting them, thus removing the animal from that area.
The second way is trapping.
This is done by scouting a location

A bear checking the tree for sugar content.
for fresh bear damage. How do you
find fresh bear damage? Forestry
personnel will do it in two ways.
One way is by airplane or helicopter; the other is to drive mountain
areas, stop at hilltops and look
over the hills and valleys below.
What they are looking for is what
they call “red flags.” (See the photo
on the opposite page, it shows red
flags all over the place.) These are
trees that have died due to bear
damage from last year. Light green
to yellow tree damage is from this
year’s damage, red flags are from
last year’s damage, and gray tree
damage is from three-year-old
bear damage. Once found, a plan
will be put together. Sometimes it’s
only one bear causing the damage. If trapping is in the plan, foot
snares are used. Once the area is
found, the trapper will bait the bear
with fresh bait. Most of the time, it
is beaver carcasses, and then they
will set foot snares. Once the bear
is caught, they will dispatch it and
remove it from the area.
The third way is feeding them
in spring as they emerge from hibernation. Forestry companies
will contract with the Washington
Forest Protection Agency to feed
bears as they come out of hiberna-

tion. The goal is to have the bears
feed on the provided sugar pallets
hoping they will stay away from
their valuable trees. Bait stations
are set up in areas, and a person will supply these bait stations
with a sugar pellet for up to three
months. They will check and add
more food depending on how hard
the stations are being hit, sometimes every couple of days.
The third way is not the best
solution depending on whom you
speak with. First, the bears will find
the bait stations because they are
put in the same place year after
year and get used to where they
are. Second, the feeding starts in
May, and at that time of the year,
the females are in estrus/heat,
and the alpha male and female
will take control of the bait feeding
station. Because of this the two
alphas will keep the other bears
away from them and the feed station. The juveniles and younger
bears will have to wait their turn.
While waiting, they sit back away
from the station, sometimes 100200 yards away, and then because
they are hungry, start to strip those
trees that the forestry is trying to
Continued on page 24
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protect. The bear doing the damage most of the time is a young
female. Because of this, the trapper is sent into the area to take
out those young bears. One of the
other problems with this method of
control at this time of the year is
because the females are in heat;
they stay at the bait station and
breed with the alfa male to bring up
a new generation of bears. Black
Bears are also hunted starting the
first of August and run until November 15, which helps bear damage
for the following year.

Deer, Elk, and Moose:
These animals will eat the
young and old tree branches and
leaves throughout the year. They
will feed on the tree buds, leaves,
and branches in spring. From
late summer into fall, male deer,
elk, and moose will trash the tree
branches to clean off their antlers,
getting ready for the breeding cycle
or rut. Trees and branches are broken; trees scrapped of their bark
become susceptible to diseases. These animals are controlled
through State hunting seasons.
If these animals cause too much
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A ground squirrel at it’s den entrance by a damaged tree.

damage, special permits are given
out to hunters to harvest a certain
amount.

Birds:
Game birds such as grouse and
turkey will eat the buds off trees in
the winter and spring, sometimes
stunting the tree’s growth. Some
would think they don’t eat much,
but every little attack on a tree
slows the growth or damages the
tree to where it cannot survive. The
only control method on the game
birds is regulated hunting seasons.
Someone, including AR activists and vegetarians, is going to
be impacted by damaged caused

by some animal either directly or
indirectly. Despite popular belief,
all of us are affected, directly or
indirectly, by unchecked and managed wildlife. We are impacted by
the increased costs to cover management expenses when buying
items, including food for your family dinner or lumber to build your
house.
Forest tree damage and control are only part of ADC work in
the PNW. There are so many different avenues that you can take
in this field to have a successful
business. Understanding what animal is responsible for the damage,
whether trees, agriculture, livestock, or residential or commercial
properties, takes time and years of
knowledge. You won’t learn most
of it from a book; you need to see it
first-hand.
I sold my ADC Business about
ten years ago and thought I would
retire, kick back, fish, and enjoy
life. That lasted about three years,
and then those calls started coming back in. I’ve only taken on three
of my old customers. Two are residential properties for muskrat and
beaver control, and the other is a
Municipality for beaver. That last
one alone keeps me busy about
eight months out of the year. n
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Finding the right insurance program just got easier.
That’s The Silver Lining.
This specialized program comes from West Bend Mutual Insurance
Company, a company focused on providing the right insurance coverage
for critter control operations.
West Bend provides
• Great pricing;
• Exceptional coverage;
• Convenient payment options; and
• Experienced claims professionals.
Your business is unique and deserves specialized attention. Let us tailor
the coverage for the specific services you provide.
For more information, or to request a quote, contact:
Bob & Sons Insurance Agency • (260) 726-3718
141 E. Main St. • Portland, IN 47371 • bobandsons@embarqmail.com
This program is available in Wisconsin, Arizona, Illinois,
Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky, Michigan, Minnesota,
Missouri, North Carolina, Ohio,Tennessee, and Virginia.
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hysical methods for euthanasia will be the last section on the AVMA Guidelines we’ll be looking at for
now. More information regarding
several of these methods can be
found online by looking at the references mentioned at the end.
When looking at the approved
methods, several are inappropriate for wildlife control operators,
induce the risk of injury to the operator, or cannot be performed at
the capture location.
This creates the question as
to whether it is crueler to place a
live trapped animal into a vehicle
until it can return to the business
location and be put down, whether
the animal should be dispatched
during the capture process, or if
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by WCT Staff

other methods not approved by the
AMVA should be used anyway?
One such nonapproved method is high-powered air rifles. Per
the AVMA Guidelines, air rifles are
not an approved method of euthanasia. Additionally, with a firearm,
it is stated that it needs to produce
a minimum of 300 foot-pounds of
energy (fpe) at the point of contact.
Ironically, the .22 LR caliber
is approved for use, yet it doesn’t
meet the 300 fpe requirement.
Let’s take the AVMA recommendations and use a 40-grain solid point bullet (the heaviest bullet
currently available for a solid point
.22) fired from an 18-inch barrel
going 1250 feet-per-second (figure taken from Bullets By The Inch
Testing Chart). We get the result of

138 fpe at the muzzle. That’s a difference of 162-foot pounds!
The only way to achieve the
300 fpe requirement in .22 caliber
is to use a .22 magnum or .22 center-fire.
While it is stated that more research needs to be done on this
topic, the overreach for fpe required
to penetrate the skull of any animal
weighing less than 400 pounds is
staggering. Especially when establishing that shots should be taken
at 1-2 feet from the animal.
Hopefully, in the 2030 revision,
research into animals being dispatched by firearms will have been
reviewed and included as well as
dispatch by other methods such as
air rifles to help those that have to
follow the Guidelines. n
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AVMA Guidelines for the Euthanasia of
Animals: 2020 Edition (continued)
M3 Physical Methods
M3.1 COMMON CONSIDERATIONS

Physical methods of euthanasia include captive bolt, gunshot, cervical dislocation, decapitation, electrocution, focused
beam microwave irradiation, exsanguination, maceration, stunning, and pithing. When properly used by skilled personnel
with well-maintained equipment, physical methods of euthanasia may result in less fear and anxiety and be more rapid,
painless, humane, and practical than other forms of euthanasia. Exsanguination, stunning, and pithing are not recommended as a sole means of euthanasia, but may be considered as adjuncts to other agents or methods.
Some consider physical methods of euthanasia aesthetically displeasing. There are occasions, however, when what
is perceived as aesthetic and what is most humane are in conflict. Despite their aesthetic challenges, in certain situations
physical methods may be the most appropriate choice for euthanasia and rapid relief of pain and suffering. Personnel
using physical methods of euthanasia must be well trained and monitored for each type of physical method performed to
ensure euthanasia is conducted appropriately. They must also be sensitive to the aesthetic implications of the method and
convey to onlookers what they should expect to observe when at all possible. Since most physical methods involve trauma, there is inherent risk for animals and people. If the method is not performed correctly, personnel may be injured or the
animal may not be effectively euthanized; personnel skill and experience are essential. Inexperienced persons should be
trained by experienced persons and should practice on euthanized animals or anesthetized animals to be euthanized until
they are proficient in performing the method properly and humanely. After the method has been applied, death must be
confirmed before disposal of the remains.

M3.2 PCB

Penetrating captive bolts have been used for euthanasia of ruminants, horses, swine, laboratory rabbits, dogs, and alpacas.215,216 Standard captive bolts may be inadequate for euthanizing water buffalo.217 Their mode of action is concussion
and trauma to the cerebral hemisphere and brainstem. More recent research218 in cattle indicates that changing the location
of the shot to be a slightly higher location increases the probability of brainstem disruption. Adequate restraint is important to ensure proper placement of captive bolts. A cerebral hemisphere and the brainstem must be sufficiently disrupted
by the projectile to induce sudden loss of consciousness and subsequent death. Young steers and heifers were successfully
rendered unconscious without disruption of the brainstem with a high-powered, pneumatic PCB.219
Appropriate placement of captive bolts for various species has been described.220–224 Signs of effective captive bolt
penetration and death are immediate collapse and a several-second period of tetanic spasm, followed by slow hind limb
movements of increasing frequency.225,226 The corneal reflex must be absent and the eyes must open into a wide blank stare
and not be rotated.227
There are 2 types of PCBs: a regular PCB and an air injection PCB. In both cases, the bolts penetrate the brain. In the
air injection PCB, air under high pressure is injected through the bolt into the brain to increase the extent of tissue destruction. Powder-activated guns that use the traditional captive bolt are available in 9 mm, .22 caliber, and .25 caliber.220
Captive bolt guns powered by compressed air (pneumatic) are also available in regular and air injection types. All captive
bolt guns require careful maintenance and cleaning after each day of use. Lack of maintenance is a major cause of captive
bolt gun failure for both powder-activated and pneumatic captive bolt guns.228 Repeated firing of a captive bolt for extended periods may reduce effectiveness.229 This is due to the gun becoming overheated.
Advantages—(1) Both regular and air injection PCBs may be used effectively for euthanasia of animals in research
facilities and on the farm, when the use of drugs for this purpose is inappropriate or impractical. (2) They do not chemically contaminate tissues.
Disadvantages—(1) Euthanasia by captive bolt can be aesthetically displeasing. (2) Death may not occur if equipment
is not maintained and used properly. (3) The air injection captive bolt must never be used on ruminants that will be used
for food because of concerns about contamination of meat with specified risk materials (neurologic tissue). (4) Because
the PCB is destructive, brain tissue may not be able to be examined for evidence of rabies infection or chronic wasting
disease. Leg-paddling motions that occur after an animal is shot with a captive bolt are spinal reflexes that occur in completely unconscious animals after the spinal cord has been severed at the base of the skull.230,231
General recommendations—Use of the PCB is acceptable with conditions and is a practical method of euthanasia for
horses, ruminants, swine, rabbits, and poultry. To ensure death, it is recommended that animals be immediately exsanguinated or pithed (see adjunctive methods) unless a powerful captive bolt gun designed for euthanasia is used. These guns
have recently become available and reduce the need to apply an adjunctive method. Ruminants used for food should not
be pithed to avoid contamination of the carcass with specified risk materials. Captive bolt guns used for larger species
must have an extended bolt.

M3.4 MANUALLY APPLIED BLUNT FORCE TRAUMA TO THE HEAD

Euthanasia by manually applied blunt force trauma to the head must be evaluated in terms of the anatomic features of
the species on which it is to be performed, the skill of those performing it, the number of animals to be euthanized, and the
environment in which it is to be conducted. Manually applied blunt force trauma to the head can be a humane method of
euthanasia for neonatal animals with thin craniums if a single sharp blow delivered to the central skull bones with sufficient force can produce immediate depression of the CNS and destruction of brain tissue. When properly performed, loss
of consciousness is rapid. Personnel performing manually applied blunt force trauma to the head must be properly trained
and monitored for proficiency with this method of euthanasia, and they must be aware of its aesthetic implications.
Manually applied blunt force trauma to the head has been used primarily to euthanize small laboratory animals with
thin craniums.223,237,238 It has also been applied for euthanasia of young piglets. The anatomic features of neonatal calves
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make manually applied blunt force trauma to the head unacceptable as a method of euthanasia for this species.
Personnel who have to perform manually applied blunt force trauma to the head often find it displeasing and soon
become fatigued. Fatigue can lead to inconsistency in application, creating humane concerns about its efficacious application to large numbers of animals. For this reason, the AVMA encourages those using manually applied blunt force trauma
to the head as a euthanasia method to actively search for alternate approaches.
Advantages—(1) Blunt force trauma applied manually to the head is inexpensive and effective when performed correctly. (2) Blunt force trauma does not chemically contaminate tissues.
Disadvantages—(1) Manually applied blunt force trauma is displeasing for personnel who have to perform it. (2)
Repeatedly performing manually applied blunt force trauma can result in personnel fatigue, loss of efficacy, and humane
concerns. (3) Trauma to the cranium can damage tissues and interfere with diagnosis of brain diseases.
General recommendations—Replace, as much as possible, manually applied blunt force trauma to the head with
alternate methods. Manually applied blunt force trauma is not acceptable for neonatal calves, because of their anatomic
features.

M3.5 GUNSHOT

A properly placed gunshot can cause immediate insensibility and a humane death. Under some conditions, a gunshot
may be the only practical method of euthanasia. Shooting should only be performed by highly skilled personnel trained in
the use of firearms and only in jurisdictions that allow for legal firearm use. The safety of personnel, the public, and other
animals that are nearby should be considered. The procedure should be performed outdoors and in areas where public
access is restricted.
In applying gunshot to the head as a method of euthanasia for captive animals, the firearm should be aimed so that
the projectile enters the brain, causing instant loss of consciousness.33,224,239–242 This must take into account differences in
brain position and skull conformation between species, as well as the energy requirement for penetration of the skull and
sinus.221,240 Accurate targeting for a gunshot to the head in various species has been described.240,241,243 For wildlife and other freely roaming animals, the preferred target area should be the head. It may, however, not be possible or appropriate to
target the head when killing is attempted from large distances (missed shots may result in jaw fractures or other nonfatal
injuries) or when diagnostic samples of brain tissue are needed for diagnosis of diseases (eg, rabies, chronic wasting disease) important to public health. The appropriate firearm should be selected for the situation, with the goal being penetration and destruction of brain tissue without emergence from the contralateral side of the head.220,244 A gunshot to the heart
or neck does not immediately render animals unconscious, but may be required when it is not possible to meet the POE’s
definition of euthanasia.245

M3.5.1 Basic Principles of Firearms

To determine whether a firearm or type of ammunition is appropriate for euthanizing animals, some basic principles
must be understood. The kinetic energy of an object increases as the speed and weight or mass of the object increase. In
reference to firearms, the bullet’s kinetic energy (muzzle energy) is the energy of a bullet as it leaves the end of the barrel
when the firearm is discharged. Muzzle energy is frequently used as an indicator of a bullet’s destructive potential. The
heavier the bullet and the greater its velocity, the higher its muzzle energy and capacity for destruction of objects in its
path.
Muzzle energy (E) can be expressed as the mass of the bullet (M) times its velocity (V) squared, divided by 2.246
However, to accommodate units of measure commonly used in the United States for civilian firearms, energy (E) is expressed in foot-pounds. This is calculated by multiplying the bullet’s weight (W) times its velocity in feet per second (V)
squared and dividing the result by 450,450. The International System of Units expresses muzzle energy in joules (J).
The muzzle energy of commercially available ammunition varies greatly. For example, the difference in muzzle energy
generated from a .357 Magnum handgun loaded with a 180 grain compared with a 110 grain bullet may differ by as much
as 180 foot-pounds.246 Velocity has an even greater impact on bullet energy than bullet mass. Selection of an appropriate
bullet and firearm is critical to good performance when conducting euthanasia procedures. Lighter-weight, higher-velocity
bullets can have high muzzle energy, but decreased penetration, which can be an issue when penetrating thick bones.
Whereas most euthanasia using firearms is conducted at close range, calculations of muzzle energy are useful for
determining which firearms are appropriate for euthanasia of animals of varying sizes. As the bullet travels beyond the
muzzle of the firearm its energy gradually begins to decrease. While this is not a concern for the use of firearms in close
proximity to the animal, when attempting to euthanize an animal from a distance, to ensure accuracy and that an acceptable level of muzzle energy is achieved, a high-powered rifle may be the better choice for conducting euthanasia. In all
cases, the most important factors in ensuring successful euthanasia are the experience and skill of the shooter.

M3.5.2 Muzzle Energy Requirements

For euthanasia, the combination of firearm and ammunition247 selected must achieve a muzzle energy of at least 300
feet-lb (407 J) for animals weighing up to 400 lb (180 kg). For animals larger than 400 lb, 1,000 feet-lb (1,356 J) is required.220 Handguns do not typically achieve the muzzle energy required to euthanize animals weighing more than 400 lb
(180 kg), and therefore rifles must be used to euthanize these animals.
Some would argue that the muzzle energies recommended are well beyond what is necessary to achieve satisfactory
results. Anecdotal comment suggests that the .22 LR is one of the most frequently used firearms for euthanasia of livestock with varying degrees of success. There is little doubt that success or failure is partially related to firearm and bullet
characteristics, but probably more so to selection of the ideal anatomic site (ie, a site more likely to affect the brainstem)
for conducting the procedure. The Humane Slaughter Association lists multiple firearms for euthanasia of livestock, including shotguns (12, 16, 20, 28, and .410 gauges), handguns (.32 to .45 caliber), and rifles (.22, .243, .270, and .308). In
general, when comparing handguns with rifles, the longer the barrel, the higher the muzzle velocity. Therefore, if a .22 is
used for euthanasia it is best fired from a rifle. The .22 should never be used on aged bulls, boars, or rams.248

M3.5.3 Bullet Selection

While much of the emphasis in euthanasia by gunshot is placed on choice of the most appropriate firearm, it should be
remembered that the gun is only the means of delivery. Bullet selection is quite possibly the most important consideration
for euthanasia of livestock by gunshot. There are 3 basic types of bullets pertinent to this discussion: solid points, hollow
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points, and full metal jacket bullets. Solid-point bullets are preferred for euthanasia since they are designed for greater
penetration of their targets. Under ideal conditions this type of bullet will also undergo moderate expansion to a mushroom shape that increases its destructive characteristics. Hollow-point bullets are designed with a hollowed-out tip that
causes rapid expansion and fragmentation of the bullet on impact. The hollow-point design allows maximum transfer of
energy without risk of overpenetration. For applications where it may be desirable to control or reduce the degree of bullet
penetration, hollow-point bullets are preferred. However, for the purposes of euthanasia of livestock the first requirement
is that the bullet possesses sufficient energy to penetrate the skull and enter the underlying brain tissue. The concern with
hollow-point bullets is that, since the majority of their energy is released on impact through fragmentation, they may not
have sufficient energy to traverse the skull. The other extreme is represented by full metal jacket bullets, which do not
expand or fragment on impact with their targets. These bullets have a lead core with a thin metal jacket cover that completely covers (surrounds) the bullet. Full metal jacket bullets generally achieve maximum penetration, which may have
benefits for euthanasia but also creates additional safety hazards for bystanders. Shotguns loaded with shot shells (number
4, 5, or 6) have sufficient energy to traverse the skull but, unlike the possibility of bullets from either a handgun or rifle,
rarely exit the skull. These are important considerations when selecting a firearm for on-farm euthanasia. Probably the
most important point to be made relative to the use of gunshot for euthanasia is that scientific information on firearm and
bullet selection is lacking. This is an area of urgent need in euthanasia research.
M3.5.4 Firearm Safety
Firearm safety cannot be overemphasized. Guns are inherently dangerous and must be handled with caution at all
times. This needs to become the mindset in handling and use of firearms. Common recommendations include the following: 1) assume that all firearms are loaded, 2) always know where the muzzle is and never allow it to point in the direction
of oneself or bystanders, 3) keep fingers away from the trigger and out of the trigger guard until ready to fire, 4) be sure of
the target and what lies beyond it, and 5) always be sure that the gun is unloaded when not in use. Readers desiring more
information or training on proper use of firearms are advised to contact local hunter safety programs. These programs
offer training in firearm safety and also provide information on rules and regulations for firearm use.
Firearms should never be held flush to an animal’s body. The pressure within the barrel when fired may cause the barrel of the gun to explode, placing the shooter and observers at great risk of injury. Ideally, the muzzle of the firearm should
be held within 1 to 2 feet of the animal’s forehead and perpendicular to the skull with the intended path of the bullet
roughly in the direction of the foramen magnum. This will reduce the potential for ricochet while directing the bullet toward the cerebrum, midbrain, and medulla oblongata, which will assure immediate loss of consciousness and rapid death.
Advantages—(1) Loss of consciousness is instantaneous if the projectile destroys most of the brain. (2) Given the
need to minimize stress induced by handling and human contact, gunshot may be the most practical and logical method of
euthanasia for wild or free-ranging species.
Disadvantages—(1) Gunshot may be dangerous for personnel. (2) It is aesthetically unpleasant for many. (3) Under
field conditions, it may be difficult to hit the vital target area. (4) Brain tissue may not be able to be examined for evidence
of brain diseases (eg, rabies infection, chronic wasting disease) when the head is targeted. (5) Skill in application of firearms and species-specific knowledge of appropriate target sites are required. In some states, firearm use is not permitted if
the operator has been convicted of a felony.
General recommendations—When other methods cannot be used, an accurately delivered gunshot is acceptable with
conditions for euthanasia.241,249 When an animal can be appropriately restrained, the PCB, preferably one designed for euthanasia, is preferred to a gunshot because it is safer for personnel. Prior to shooting, animals accustomed to the presence
of humans should be treated in a calm and reassuring manner to minimize anxiety. In the case of wild animals, gunshots
should be delivered with the least amount of prior human contact necessary. Gunshot should not be used for routine euthanasia of animals in animal control situations, such as municipal pounds or shelters.

M3.6 CERVICAL DISLOCATION

Cervical dislocation has been used for many years for euthanasia and, when performed by well- trained individuals on
appropriate animals, appears to be humane. However, there are few scientific studies available to confirm this observation.
The method has been used to euthanize small birds, poultry, mice, immature rats (< 200 g [7.1 oz]), and rabbits. For mice
and rats, the thumb and index finger are placed on either side of the neck at the base of the skull or, alternatively, a rod is
pressed at the base of the skull. With the other hand, the base of the tail or the hind limbs are quickly pulled, causing separation of the cervical vertebrae from the skull. For immature rabbits, the head is held in one hand and the hind limbs in
the other. The animal is stretched and the neck is hyperextended and dorsally twisted to separate the first cervical vertebra
from the skull.223,250 For poultry and other birds, the legs of the bird should be grasped (or wings if grasped at the base) and
the neck stretched by pulling on the head while applying a ventrodorsal rotational force to the skull. Crushing of cervical
vertebrae and spinal cord is not acceptable unless the bird is first rendered unconscious. Personnel should be trained on
anesthetized and/or dead animals to demonstrate proficiency.
Data suggest that electrical activity in the brain persists for 13 seconds following cervical dislocation in rats,251 and
unlike decapitation, rapid exsanguination does not contribute to loss of consciousness.252,253 For some classes of poultry
there is evidence that cervical dislocation may not cause immediate unconsciousness.235,236,254,255
Advantages—(1) Cervical dislocation is a method that may induce rapid loss of consciousness.150,251 (2) It does not
chemically contaminate tissue. (3) It is rapidly accomplished.
Disadvantages—(1) Cervical dislocation may be aesthetically displeasing to personnel performing or observing the
method. (2) Cervical dislocation requires mastering technical skills to ensure loss of consciousness is rapidly induced. (3)
Its use for euthanasia is limited to small birds, poultry, mice, immature rats (< 200 g), and rabbits.
General recommendations—Manual cervical dislocation is acceptable with conditions for euthanasia of small birds,
poultry, mice, rats weighing < 200 g, and rabbits when performed by individuals with a demonstrated high degree of
technical proficiency. In lieu of demonstrated technical competency, animals must be unconscious or anesthetized prior
to cervical dislocation. For heavy rats and rabbits, the large muscle mass in the cervical region makes manual cervical
dislocation physically more difficult.256 When performed on poultry, cervical dislocation must result in luxation of the
cervical vertebrae without primary crushing of the vertebrae and spinal cord. In some classes of poultry, there is evidence
that cervical dislocation may not cause immediate unconsciousness.235,236,254,255 In these cases, other physical methods such
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as blunt force trauma or decapitation may be more humane257 and should be employed when available or practicable.
Those responsible for the use of this method must ensure that personnel performing cervical dislocation have been
properly trained and consistently apply it humanely and effectively.

M3.7 DECAPITATION

Decapitation can be used to euthanize rodents and small rabbits in research settings. It provides a means to recover tissues and body fluids that are chemically uncontaminated. It also provides a means of obtaining anatomically undamaged
brain tissue for study.258
Although it has been demonstrated that electrical activity in the brain persists for 13 to 14 seconds following decapitation,259 more recent studies and reports251–253 indicate this activity does not imply that pain is perceived, and in fact
conclude that loss of consciousness develops rapidly. Visually evoked potentials in mice were reduced more quickly after
cervical dislocation compared with decapitation.260
Guillotines designed to accomplish decapitation of adult rodents and small rabbits in a uniformly instantaneous manner are commercially available. Guillotines are not commercially available for neonatal rodents, but sharp blades can be
used for this purpose.
Advantages—(1) Decapitation appears to induce rapid loss of consciousness.251–254 (2) It does not chemically contaminate tissues. (3) It is rapidly accomplished.
Disadvantages—(1) Handling and restraint required to perform decapitation may be distressful for animals.261 (2)
The interpretation of the presence of electrical activity in the brain following decapitation has created controversy, and
its importance may still be open to debate.251–254,259 (3) Personnel performing this method should recognize the inherent
danger of the guillotine and take precautions to prevent personal injury. (4) Decapitation may be aesthetically displeasing
to personnel performing or observing the method.
General recommendations—This method is acceptable with conditions if performed correctly, and it may be used in
research settings when its use is required by the experimental design and approved by the IACUC. Decapitation is justified for studies where undamaged and uncontaminated brain tissue is required. The equipment used to perform decapitation must be maintained in good working order and serviced on a regular basis to ensure sharpness of blades. The use
of plastic cones to restrain animals appears to reduce distress from handling, minimizes the chance of injury to personnel, and improves positioning of the animal. Decapitation of amphibians, fish, and reptiles is addressed elsewhere in the
Guidelines. Those responsible for the use of this method must ensure that personnel who perform decapitation have been
properly trained to do so and are monitored for competence.

M3.8 ELECTROCUTION

Alternating current has been used to euthanize dogs, cattle, sheep, goats, swine, chickens, foxes, mink, and
fish.227,239,242,262–270 Fifty- or 60-cycle electrical current is more effective than higher frequencies.271,272 Electrocution induces
death by cardiac fibrillation, which causes cerebral hypoxia.269,270,273 However, animals do not lose consciousness for 10 to
30 seconds or more after onset of cardiac fibrillation. It is imperative that animals be unconscious and insensible to pain
before being electrocuted. Unconsciousness can be induced by any method that is acceptable or acceptable with conditions, including passing a current through the brain.274
Parameters for use of electricity to induce unconsciousness are readily available.239,275 When electricity is used to
induce unconsciousness, a current is passed through the brain, which will induce a grand mal epileptic seizure.267,270,276,277
Signs of effective induction of the seizure are extension of the limbs, opisthotonus, downward rotation of the eyeballs, and
a tonic (rigid) spasm changing to a clonic (paddling) spasm with eventual muscle flaccidity.
There are 3 approaches to the use of electricity for euthanasia. They are head only, 1-step head to body, and 2-step
head and body. To be effective for euthanasia all 3 of these methods must induce a grand mal epileptic seizure.
For the head-only procedure, an electrical current is passed through the head to induce a seizure. This causes a temporary loss of consciousness of 15 to 30 seconds’ duration,276–278 but does not induce cardiac fibrillation. For this reason,
head-only application must be immediately followed by a secondary procedure to cause death. When the head-only procedure is applied, the grand mal seizure is easily observable. Electrically induced cardiac fibrillation, exsanguination, or
other appropriate adjunctive methods may be used to achieve death and should be performed within 15 seconds of when
the animal becomes unconscious.
In the 1-step head-to-body approach an electrical current is simultaneously passed through both the brain and the
heart. This simultaneously induces a grand mal seizure and electrocutes the animal by inducing cardiac arrest.263,276,279–281
Because electricity passes through the spinal column, clinical signs of the grand mal seizure may be masked; however, it
is usually possible to see a weak tonic phase and weak clonic phase after a 3-second application. If current is applied for
more than 3 seconds, tonic and clonic spasms may be blocked. The 1-step approach must be used with amperage settings
that have been scientifically verified to induce a seizure. Recommended amperages are 1.25 amps for pigs, 1 amp for
sheep, and 1.25 amps for cattle.238,281 Denicourt et al282 report that 110 V at 60 Hz applied for 3 seconds was effective for
pigs up to 125 kg (275 lb).
In the 2-step method an electrical current is passed through the head to induce unconsciousness, then a second current
is passed through either the side of the body or the brisket to induce cardiac arrest.283,284 Applying the second current by an
electrode placed on the side of the body behind the forelimb has been reported to be effective.283
A common cause of failure to induce unconsciousness is incorrect placement of the electrodes.279 Experiments with
dogs revealed that electrode positions where the brain is bypassed do not cause instantaneous unconsciousness. When
electricity passes only between the forelimbs and hind limbs or neck and feet, it causes the heart to fibrillate but does not
induce sudden loss of consciousness.273 The animal will be electrocuted, but will remain conscious until it dies from cardiac fibrillation.
Three options are available for correct electrode placement for the head-only method, including on both sides of
the head between the eye and ear, the base of the ear on both sides of the head, and diagonally below one ear and above
the eye on the opposite side of the head. For the 1-step (head-to-back) method, the head electrode may be placed on the
forehead or immediately behind the ear. The head electrode should never be placed on the neck because the brain will
be bypassed.285 Diagonal movement of the electrical current through the body can be accomplished by placing the head
electrode behind one ear and the body electrode on the opposite side. When the 2-step procedure is used, placement of the
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body electrode behind the forelimb is effective.
Electrodes consisting of a metal band or chain around the nose and a band or chain around the thorax appear to be
effective for pigs weighing up to 125 kg.282
When electrical methods of euthanasia are used, the following signs of return to consciousness must be absent: rhythmic breathing, righting reflex, vocalization, eyeblink, and tracking of a moving object.283 Gasping and nystagmus may be
present in animals that have been successfully rendered unconscious with electricity. Gasping should not be confused with
rhythmic breathing, and nystagmus (a rapid vibrating or fluttering of the eye) should not be confused with eyeblink (complete closure and then complete opening of the eye, which occurs without touching).
Advantages—(1) Electrocution is humane if the animal is first rendered unconscious. (2) It does not chemically contaminate tissues. (3) It is economical.
Disadvantages—(1) Electrocution may be hazardous to personnel. (2) It is not useful for dangerous, intractable
animals that are difficult to restrain. (3) It is aesthetically objectionable because of violent extension and stiffening of the
limbs, head, and neck. (4) It may not result in death in small animals (< 5 kg [11 lb]) because ventricular fibrillation and
circulatory collapse do not always persist after cessation of current flow. (5) Sometimes it is not effective in dehydrated animals.275 (6) Personnel must be familiar with appropriate placement of electrodes and use of equipment. (7) Purpose-built equipment must be used.
General recommendations—Euthanasia by electrocution is acceptable with conditions. It requires special skills and
equipment that will ensure passage of sufficient current through the brain to induce loss of consciousness and induce tonic
and clonic epileptic spasms. Unconsciousness must be induced before cardiac fibrillation or simultaneously with cardiac
fibrillation. Cardiac fibrillation must never occur before the animal is rendered unconscious. Methods that apply electric
current from head to tail, head to foot, or head to moistened metal plates on which the animal stands are unacceptable.
The 2-step method should be used in situations where there may be questions about sufficient current to induce a grand
mal seizure with tonic and clonic spasms. This approach enables observation of tonic and clonic spasms before a second
current is applied to induce cardiac arrest. Although acceptable with conditions if the aforementioned requirements are
met, the method’s disadvantages outweigh its advantages in most applications. Electroimmobilization that paralyzes an
animal without first inducing unconsciousness is extremely aversive and is unacceptable.274,275 For both humane and safety
reasons, the use of household electrical cords is not acceptable.
283

M3.9 KILL TRAPS

Mechanical kill traps are used for the collection and killing of small, free-ranging mammals for commercial purposes
(fur, skin, or meat), scientific purposes, to stop property damage, and to protect human safety. Their use remains controversial and kill traps do not always render a rapid or stress-free death consistent with the criteria established for euthanasia
by the POE.286 For this reason, use of live traps followed by other methods of euthanasia is preferred. There are a few situations when that is not possible (eg, pest control) or when it may actually be more stressful for the animals or dangerous
for humans to use live traps.
Although newer technologies are improving kill trap performance in achieving loss of consciousness quickly, individual testing is recommended to be sure the trap is working properly.287 If kill traps must be used, the most humane option
available must be chosen,288–290 as evaluated by use of International Organization for Standardization testing procedures,291
or by the methods of Gilbert,292 Proulx et al,293,294 or Hiltz and Roy.295
To reach the required level of efficacy, traps may need to be modified from manufacturers’ production standards. In
addition, as specified in scientific studies, trap placement (ground vs tree sets), bait type, set location, selectivity apparatus, body placement modifying devices (eg, side wings, cones), trigger sensitivity, and trigger type, size, and conformation
are essential considerations that could affect a kill trap’s ability to reach these standards. Several kill traps, modifications,
and set specifics have been scientifically evaluated and found to meet standards for various species.293,294,296–309,c
Advantage—(1) Free-ranging small mammals may be killed with minimal distress associated with handling and
human contact. (2) Multiple animals may be effectively killed in situations where public health, animal behavior, or other
constraints exist.
Disadvantages—(1) Traps may not kill within acceptable time periods. (2) Selectivity and efficiency is dependent on
the skill and proficiency of the operator. (3) Nontarget species may be trapped and injured.
General recommendations—Kill traps do not consistently meet the POE’s criteria for euthanasia, and may be best
characterized as humane killing under some circumstances. At the same time, it is recognized they can be practical and
effective for scientific animal collection or pest control when used in a manner that ensures selectivity, a swift kill, and no
damage to body parts needed for field research.310,311 Care must be taken to avoid trapping and injuring nontarget species.
Traps need to be checked at least once daily. In those instances when an animal is wounded or captured but not dead,
the animal must be killed quickly and humanely. Kill traps should be used only when other acceptable methods are not
practical or have failed. Traps for nocturnal species should not be activated during the day to avoid capture of diurnal
species.310 Trap manufacturers should strive to meet their responsibility of minimizing pain and suffering in target species. Traps that entrap a conscious animal in glue or other sticky substance are not acceptable for euthanasia, but may be
required for pest control. Glue traps are acceptable for insects or spiders.

M3.12 THORACIC (CARDIOPULMONARY, CARDIAC) COMPRESSION

Thoracic (cardiopulmonary, cardiac) compression is a method that has been used by biologists to terminate the lives
of wild small mammals and birds, mainly under field conditions.319 Although it has been used extensively in the field, data
supporting this method are limited, including degree of distress induced and time to unconsciousness or death.320 Given
our current knowledge of the physiology of both small mammals and birds, it cannot be assured that thoracic compression
does not result in pain and distress before animals become unconscious. Consequently, thoracic compression is an unacceptable means of euthanizing animals that are not deeply anesthetized or insentient due to other reasons, but is appropriate as a secondary method for animals that are insentient.
The consensus of veterinarians with field biology training and expertise is that portable equipment and alternate methods are currently available to field biologists for euthanasia of wildlife under field conditions, in accordance with current
standards for good animal welfare. Anesthetics can be administered prior to application of thoracic compression. Depending on taxa, open-drop methods or injectable agents that do not require DEA registration can be used. These alternate
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methods are generally practical to use with minimal training and preparation as standard procedures prior to embarking
upon fieldwork.

M3.13 ADJUNCTIVE METHODS
M3.13.1 Exsanguination

Exsanguination can be used to ensure death subsequent to stunning, or in otherwise unconscious animals. Because
anxiety is associated with extreme hypovolemia, exsanguination must not be used as a sole means of euthanasia.321 Animals may be exsanguinated to obtain blood products, but only when they are sedated, stunned, or anesthetized.322

M3.13.2 Pithing

In general, pithing is used as an adjunctive procedure to ensure death in an animal that has been rendered unconscious
by other means. For some species, such as frogs, with anatomic features that facilitate easy access to the CNS, pithing
may be used as a sole means of euthanasia, but an anesthetic overdose is more suitable.
Pithing in ruminants is performed by inserting a pithing rod or tool through the entry site produced in the skull by a
PCB or free bullet.323 The operator manipulates the pithing tool to substantially destroy both brainstem and spinal cord
tissue. Muscular activity during pithing can be considerable, but is followed by quiescence that facilitates exsanguination
or other procedures. Pithing is sometimes used in advance of exsanguination to reduce involuntary movement in stunned
animals.324 This method should not be used in ruminants intended for food because of possible contamination of the meat
with specified risk materials.
Disposable pithing rods are available for purchase. The rod must be somewhat rigid, yet flexible, and of sufficient
length to reach the brain and spinal column through the access point in the skull.

M4 Footnotes

a. MS 222, Argent Laboratories Inc, Redmond, Wash.
b. T-61, Intervet Canada Corp, Kirkland, QC, Canada.
c. Twitchell C, Roy LD, Gilbert FF, et al. Effectiveness of rotating-jaw killing traps for beaver (Castor Canadensis) (oral presentation). North Am Aquat Furbearer
Symp, Starkville, Miss, May 1999.
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